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of digital pathology by extending human capabilities with decision-support tools and automating laborious mechanical tasks. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] These tools require machine-readable data in a standardized format-not only for the image pixel data but also for their annotations and associated descriptive metadata. In the current digital pathology landscape, whole slide imaging systems store image data in proprietary file formats. While these systems allow interactive viewing, the proprietary nature of data formats and interfaces create vendor lock-in and impede data access. [16] Open-source and commercial software solutions to read proprietary formats have been developed. [17] [18] [19] However, these solutions primarily provide access to image pixel data whereas crucial metadata related to the clinical context (and the acquisition process) remain largely inaccessible. Furthermore, proliferation of competing vendor solutions increases the number of proprietary formats, which represents a barrier for interoperability and maintainability. [20] In other words, there is a compelling need for data standardization in digital pathology to facilitate the clinical integration and to support the computational development streams. [21, 22] Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) is the globally accepted standard for communication and management of a wide range of medical images and related information. [21] [22] [23] DICOM further supports encoding, storage, and exchange of image annotations as well as quantitative measurements derived from images. [24] While the standard has been extended to support digital pathology, [25] it has seen little adoption in pathology practice. Specifically, the DICOM standard comprises an extensive set of documents that specify various technical aspects of digital pathology. DICOM addresses primarily information technology experts who have the necessary technical expertise to implement it. In contrast, practicing pathologists without a solid computer science background may not instantly appreciate the value of DICOM data models and communication protocols for their everyday work. This disconnect has resulted in an apparent lack of prioritization of interoperability, [20] and vendors lack a compelling return on investment for building DICOM turn-key solutions.
There are several misperceptions among pathologists about the scope, applicability, and suitability of the DICOM standard. For example, DICOM is often perceived as being only an open file format for storage of image pixel data whereas the metadata integration, communication, and data exchange aspects are often disregarded. Recently, the need to achieve interoperability of whole slide imaging between different systems has been emphasized by the Digital Pathology Association [26] as well as DICOM Working Group 26. [27] These groups (in which many vendors participate) recently met for the first time to evaluate the image data exchange using DICOM representations and protocols. [28] Intellectual property obstacles, which previously hindered implementation by vendors, have been resolved. [28, 29] Vendors now generally embrace the standard and agree on implementation details for improved interoperability. [28] These large-scale efforts need to be supplemented by pilot implementations in pathology departments for various practical reasons: (1) the evaluation of capabilities and limitations requires first-hand experience at the user level (especially by content experts in pathology); (2) the demonstration of compatibility with existing clinical systems (e.g., pathology laboratory information systems [LIS] , enterprise-wide Picture Archiving and Communication Systems) requires local, laboratory-based proofs of principle; and (3) reliance on external advice and guidelines cannot replace local stakeholder involvement and active definition of resource requirements. Importantly, adoption of the DICOM standard represents an opportunity for pathology to leverage established enterprise medical imaging infrastructure and software solutions. Ultimately, a common data standard will enable convergence between radiology and pathology for multidisciplinary integrated diagnostics. [4, 30, 31] Based on the compelling need for data standardization and interoperability in digital pathology, we initiated a cross-departmental prospective quality improvement project to implement the DICOM standard for digital pathology and outline resource requirements for implementation. The solutions presented here empower pathologists to gain an appreciation of and enable the assessment of the appropriateness of the DICOM standard for pathology practice.
In addition, we demonstrate that existing software solutions developed for radiology can be reused for pathology through conformance with the DICOM standard.
Methods

Study sites, ethics approval
Two pathology laboratories and a clinical data science center within the authors' tertiary healthcare network served as the study sites. The project is part of a prospective and ongoing interdepartmental clinical quality-improvement initiative (institutional checklist, Human Research Committee, version May 25, 2012) . Use of deidentified patient samples was performed under institutional review board approval "Feasibility Assessment of a Standard File Format for Digital Pathology" (IRB: 2018P000082); research was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
Study objectives
The primary goal was to assess whether DICOM is a practical format for digital pathology. We generated DICOM files from available pixel and metadata. For pixel data, we used proprietary image files from four different slide-scanning systems (Aperio Selection and encoding of DICOM attributes DICOM defines application-specific representations of images and their metadata in information object definitions (IODs), which are composed of a set of attributes grouped in modules. DICOM defines some attributes as mandatory, those always required to be present or present under specified conditions, and others as optional, which may be included or omitted at the implementer's discretion. For our main routine surgical pathology use case, we chose to implement 114 attributes (93 required or conditionally required, 21 optional) of the Whole Slide Microscopy Image IOD, defined in DICOM PS3.3 IODs. [32] The attributes we selected are listed in Supplementary Table 1 . The rules common to all applications for encoding, transmitting, and storing these attributes are defined in other parts of DICOM. [33] [34] [35] [36] DICOM also defines an extensive set of controlled terminology for various applications by reference, when possible, to external lexicons, such as the Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT). [37] The coded values to use for attributes of the Specimen module, which includes both identifying and preparation descriptive attributes, are defined by DICOM in templates and context groups (value sets) in PS3.16. [38] Templates and context groups represent generic mechanisms to describe the information in coded form and are cataloged by their corresponding template identifiers (TIDs) and context group identifiers (CIDs), respectively. We used the standard template TID 8001 (Specimen Preparation) to code items of the Specimen Preparation Step Content Item Sequence (FHIR) attribute and a variety of standard context groups to code different concepts contained by items. To code the Preparation
Step Type concept, we used the coded values from context group CID 8111 (Specimen Preparation Procedure) and to code specific preparation steps, we used the following standard context groups: CID 8109 (Specimen Collection Procedure) for the collection step, CID 8110 (Specimen Sampling Procedure) for the sampling step, CID 8112 (Specimen Stains) for the staining step, and CID 8113 (Specimen Preparation Steps) for the processing step. Fixatives and embedding media can be applicable to one or more of the above steps, and we accounted for this variability by including values from CID 8114 (Specimen Fixatives) and CID 8115 (Specimen Embedding Media) as appropriate.
Generation of DICOM files
To create DICOM files, we defined a program that consists of the following steps: (1) extract pixel data and pixel-related metadata from proprietary file formats of different whole slide imaging vendors (see above); (2) obtain patient-and specimen-related identifying and descriptive metadata from the LIS (see above); (3) populate DICOM attributes with the obtained data; (4) encode attributes as DICOM data elements; and (5) store DICOM data sets in files on disk. We implemented this program in Python, using the pydicom Python package (version 1.0.2). [39] Pixel data and pixel-related metadata were extracted from proprietary image file formats using the open slide-python Python package (version 1.1.1), [18, 40, 41] which depends on the OpenSlide C library (version 3.4.1). [40, 41] The OpenSlide library enables accessing regions of pixel data through a uniform active programming interface (API) that abstracts the specific details and encoding issues of the proprietary pixel data organization and representation. Pixel data were extracted through this interface from the original lossy JPEG compressed images and re-encoded in compressed form to enable comparison of different compression methods. Specifically, we compared JPEG (lossy), JPEG-LS (lossless), and JPEG 2000 (lossless) compression methods. JPEG and JPEG 2000 compressions were performed using the Pillow Python package (version 5.1.0) [42] together with the libjpeg-turbo C library for JPEG (version 1.5.3) [43] and the openjpeg C library for JPEG 2000 (version 2.1.2). [44] The C libraries were installed from source with default compiler flags. A lossy quality factor of 95 was used for JPEG. JPEG-LS compression was performed using the CharPyLS Python package [45] interfacing with the CharLS C++ library. [46] Patient-and specimen-related metadata were extracted from the LISs. Patient-related information is captured in discrete fields, and its extraction was straightforward. However, extraction of specimen-related information proved difficult due to the variability in capturing this data. For example, anatomic location and certain details of the sampling, fixation, embedding, and staining process are not tracked explicitly and had to be inferred from other data fields or even standard operating procedures stored outside the LIS. For this study, we focused on formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded, and hematoxylin and eosin -stained surgical pathology specimens. We obtained the values required to populate the corresponding DICOM attributes in the Specimen module by retrieving relevant data fields from the LIS in the form of comma-separated value files (.csv), using a proprietary database API to perform queries using slide identifiers. It was not possible to retrieve these values using a standard API -such as by Health Level Seven (HL7) version two queries or messages-since this is not a functionality available in generic LIS systems. We created dictionaries to map composite LIS data fields to discrete HL7 key-value pairs and to map these values to their corresponding SNOMED CT codes (when such coding was required by DICOM). For input to our DICOM conversion program, the mapped patient-and specimen-related metadata key-value pairs were then stored in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) documents, structured according to the JSON template of the HL7 Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources Specimen resource. [47] To speed up DICOM file generation through parallelization, the conversion program was installed and executed on an IBM Platform LSF Linux cluster comprised of HPE blade servers with Intel Xeon processors and RedHat Enterprise Linux operating system, Panasas PanFS parallel network attached file system and 40 Gb/s network.
Validation of DICOM files
It is important to note that the DICOM standard does not specify any testing or validation procedures to assess conformance to the standard. However, software tools have been developed for the validation of DICOM files. We used the dciodvfy tool from the dicom3tools package [48] to validate the generated files in an automated manner. The validation tool checks whether metadata are encoded in conformity to the standard; however, it does not attempt to decode and interpret the pixel data. To ensure that the generated DICOM files fully conform with the latest 2018b edition of the DICOM standard and that compressed pixel data can be decoded and displayed correctly, we further performed an in-depth manual review using a variety of DICOM software libraries including pydicom (version 1.0.2), [39, 49] GDCM (version 2.8.6), [50, 51] and DCMTK (version v3.6.3). [52] 
Performance measurements
To assess the performance of our conversion program, we evaluated the conversion times (in minutes per gigabyte) and relative file sizes by submitting separate jobs for each combination of the compression method and image/ metadata file pair to the cluster. We tracked total elapsed execution times using the GNU "time" command [53] and measured file sizes using the Unix "du" command. To assess the performance of DICOM as a file format for pixel data access, we considered the reading of individual frame items (within a DICOM series) as a typical use case; for example, the steps necessary to automate pixel data retrieval for building machine-learning applications. Specifically, we emulated pixel data access using a custom-built Python command line program that: (1) reads and decodes metadata of each DICOM image instance of a given series stored in PS3.10 files on disc, (2) identifies the image instance that contains the pixel data frame item for a given tile position within the image pyramid based on the corresponding DICOM metadata attributes, (3) determines the position of the frame item within the Pixel Data element (using the basic offset table item), (4) reads the frame pixel content into memory, and (5) decompresses the pixel data. To assess pixel data access efficiency, we measured the access times across three DICOM series from different vendor-specific file formats and compared performance between compression algorithms using the pydicom Python package (version 1.0.2) [39, 49] as well as the Python interface of the GDCM C++ library (version 2.8.6). [50] 
Network storage and retrieval of DICOM data
To enable interchange of images over both local and wide-area networks, DICOM provides various protocols and services for communication. Conventionally, DICOM has defined its own services, messages, and protocols that form the backbone of radiology departments worldwide; [33, 54, 55] however, the standard has recently been extended with a family of Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP)-based resources and transactions, particularly to facilitate the access by browsers and mobile devices. The family of RESTful resources [56] and transactions specified in DICOM PS3.18, collectively is obtained from the laboratory information system, and information about Series and Image entities is provided by the microscope/slide scanning system (shown in green). (b) DICOM information model. The VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image composite information object definition class provides attributes to describe real-world information entities. Related attributes are grouped into modules (visualized as boxes). The Pixel Data attribute, which represents the actual image pixel values, is highlighted in bold. (c) DICOM data set. Attributes of an instance of the VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image class are encoded as data elements. The pixel data element is generally the last element in the dataset (shown in grey). The elements preceding the pixel data element encode metadata that are required for interpretation of the image. These meta data elements are often collectively (but inaccurately) referred to as the "header" (blue, orange, green) referred to as DICOMweb™, includes storage (STOW-RS), query (QIDO-RS) and retrieval (WADO-RS). [57] We used the open-source DICOM archive DCM4CHEE, [58, 59] which exposes DICOMweb RESTful services, as the origin server. [59] To assess appropriate web-based network functionality for storage, query, and retrieval, we implemented DICOMweb user agent (client) interfaces in Python [60, 61] and JavaScript. [62] 
Effort tracking and data analysis
To estimate resources for DICOM implementation we prospectively tracked project efforts of personnel using Jira. [63] For visualization of results, we used the Pandas Python package (version 0.22.0) [64] and the Plotly Python package (version 2.5.1). [65] For repeated measures, we provide averages ± standard deviation; statistical significance was defined as P ≤ 0.01.
results
In the following, we first present the DICOM data models and describe how the standard represents multi-scale, tiled whole slide image pixel data together with related clinical metadata, including detailed descriptions of pathology laboratory workflows. Then, we report the generation of DICOM files from existing vendor files and assess encoding, storage and access performance using different lossy and lossless compression methods. We demonstrate the query as well as retrieval of image data over the web using The pyramid base level represents the original image that was acquired by the microscope/slide scanning system. Higher pyramid level images (=lower power) are derived through successive downsampling. The frame of reference for images is the slide coordinate system in millimeter units, where the origin is defined as the lower left corner of the upright standing slide. (b) Total pixel matrix. An image is defined as a continuous, rectangular area of pixels. Shown is the image at ×10 resolution. Note that it is rotated 90° (counterclockwise) relative to the slide coordinate system. (c) Tiled image grid. The pixel matrix may be tiled into smaller rectangular, equally sized regions. Tiles are organized such that the first dimension spans the matrix rows and the second dimension the matrix columns, respectively. (d) Image pyramid encoded as series of VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image instances. Each image instance (=pyramid layer =downsampled magnification) is encoded as a separate DICOM data set. (e) DICOM data set of a multiframe image instance with encapsulated Pixel Data element. Each tile is compressed and encoded as a separate Frame item. Frames are implicitly numbered, based on the order of encoding. The dimensional organization of frames in the real world is described by the dimension index sequence attribute (green), which contains a dimension index pointer and a functional group pointer attribute for each dimension. The values of these attributes point to other attributes in the per-frame functional groups sequence attribute (yellow), which encode the actual values for each frame. The frame content sequence attribute hereby describes the relative position of each frame in the tiled image grid whereas the plane position (slide) sequence attribute describes the absolute position of each frame in the slide coordinate system as well as the total pixel matrix. The byte offset to individual frame items in the pixel data element (grey box labeled 1-6) is specified by the basic offset table item (purple), which is itself part of (the first item of) the encapsulated pixel data element DICOM RESTful services (DICOMweb) and report our implementation efforts.
DICOM enables modeling of image pixel data together with clinical metadata
Clinical diagnosis by light microscopy requires integration of image and clinical metadata. At the very least, a pathologist needs a slide label and a patient identifier to uniquely assign a diagnosis to a given patient (currently captured in the LIS) and part-type (typically referring to an anatomical region). We consider the integration of additional imaging-derived (e.g., annotations of the slide findings) and imaging-related information (e.g., tumor stage, biopsy sampling approach) invaluable. This level of integration will also allow for reuse of the clinical data for training and testing of machine learning applications, as well as automated data queries. To account for various use cases, the DICOM standard provides the syntax and semantics to describe both pixel and metadata by defining two data models: (1) the Model of the Real World and (2) the Information Model.
The Model of the Real World defines real-world entities and their relationships [ Figure 1a ]. The relevant entities for digital pathology are patient, study, series, image, container, and specimen. Importantly, the DICOM model follows the nomenclature of laboratory specimens in HL7, [66] which differs slightly from the terminology commonly used in anatomical pathology practice. For example, a DICOM specimen represents any distinct tissue unit that may be subject to processing in the pathology laboratory (and not necessarily just the surgical specimen). In other words, according to the DICOM nomenclature, parts, blocks, and tissue sections may all represent DICOM specimens (of different types). Likewise, a DICOM container refers to any physical object that holds a specimen such as a jar, a syringe, a cassette, or a glass slide. Specifically, the DICOM container that is relevant in the context of digital pathology is most often the glass slide, which holds the imaged tissue section specimen. A DICOM series typically comprises all the digital images of a tissue section specimen mounted on a single physical glass slide container. A slide tray (paper folder, or multiple folders) with numerous physical slides in the real world would typically map to a DICOM study when digitized. In general, a DICOM study is equivalent to one case with one accession number. It is particularly important to mention the slide as a container because it generally also holds a label (with or without a barcode) for identification of the imaged tissue section specimen [ Figure 1a ]. There is a great variation between sites (laboratories) as to what information this label includes, ranging from identifiers of the patient, study, specimen, and/or container through human or machine-readable descriptive data such as the patient's name or the stain. In current pathology workflows, different sites and systems variously track studies, containers and/or specimens, depending on local standard operating procedures and naming-conventions. While the DICOM standard contains an informative, nonexhaustive description of various use cases that extend beyond current anatomic pathology practice, [67] the priority for the purpose of managing digital images in the clinic is to track the slide container and link it to other information entities in the Model of the Real World (the patient, study, series, image, or specimen) as necessary.
The DICOM Information Model provides a set of IODs to describe the properties of entities of the Model of the Real World. The model uses object-oriented semantics to define IODs (classes) and attributes for a description of real-world entities in the context of distinct imaging modalities. Importantly, IODs do not map to individual entities one to one, but an IOD includes a variety of attributes that hold information about different entities. Specifically, the Visible Light Whole Slide Microscopy Image IOD provides attributes to describe the actual image as well as the related patient, study, series, image, specimen, and container entities [ Figure 1b ]. For storage and exchange, IODs are instantiated by populating attributes with actual values and are serialized into data sets by encoding each attribute as a separate data element [ Figure 1c ]. Each data element is identified in the data set by a tag and data elements are ordered in the data set by their tag's numerical value. The encoded dataset represents data in "unnormalized form" in database parlance, which in practice means that all information (including information about the patient, study, series, specimen, and container) is encoded at the level of the image. While this introduces redundancy (the complete information is entirely repeated in every image instance), it assures that each image can still be identified and interpreted safely in an unambiguous and self-describing manner, even when completely separated from any management system.
DICOM allows encoding of multiscale, tiled whole slide images
A digital slide is typically represented as a multiresolution image pyramid. The scanned image, for example, acquired at 0.25 or 0.5 μm resolution (corresponding to ×40 or ×20 objectives), forms the base (highest resolution) level of the pyramid. Other magnifications (higher levels of the pyramid) are derived computationally by successive down-sampling [ Figure 2a ]. In DICOM, unlike most proprietary formats, each resolution level is represented as a separate instance of the VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image IOD and therefore encoded as a separate DICOM data set and stored in a separate DICOM file. The two-dimensional array of pixel values that represents the image is referred to as the total pixel matrix [ Figure 2b ]. For improved access performance and to circumvent limitations on total frame size, each matrix is tiled into smaller, continuous, rectangular, equally sized pixel regions along the row and column dimension [ Figure 2c ]. Each tile is compressed and encoded as a separate frame [ Figure 2d ], each of which is encapsulated as one or more fragments (frame items) within the pixel data element. For example, a digital slide with five magnification levels may be represented in DICOM as a series consisting of five image instances. DICOM provides two options for organizing and encoding the tiled pixel matrix: Full and sparse. Which method is used is indicated by the value of the Dimension Organization Type attribute.
In the case of full organization, a frame must exist for every tile of the rectangular total pixel matrix; the order in which the tiles are encoded in the pixel data element is predictable. Specifically, for two-dimensional images, the order is such that frames are encoded first along the row direction and then along the column direction of the pixel matrix. Since the position of frames is defined implicitly, the explicit tile coordinates may be omitted. A recipient may need to re-compute them based on column and row dimensions of the tiles and the total pixel matrix. In the case of sparse organization, tile coordinates and position are required to be explicitly recorded for each tile, not all tiles need to be present, and the frame items can be encoded in the pixel data element in any order. The position of each frame item is encoded in the Per-frame Functional Groups Sequence attribute [ Figure 2e ]. The full organization was recently added to DICOM as a result of preliminary implementation experience that suggested improvement Specimen and container entities are described by attributes of the Specimen module (yellow). The container used for imaging (glass slide) is described at the root dataset level whereas imaged specimens (tissue sections) are described by the nested specimen description sequence attribute. Laboratory procedures that were performed to prepare a specimen for image acquisition are described by the specimen preparation sequence attribute, which includes a specimen preparation step content item sequence attribute for each performed procedure. The description of a content item is based on the Specimen Preparation template, which provides concepts to encode a procedure as name-value pairs using a specified coding scheme, such as SNOMED CT. Mandatory concepts are the specimen identifier, which describes the identifier of the processed specimen, and processing type, which describes the kind of procedure that was performed. Additional concepts may be included depending on the value of the Processing Type concept. In case of a sampling preparation step (highlighted in red , compare sequence step 3 in a), Sampling method, Parent Specimen Identifier and Parent Specimen Type concepts are included. (c) Schematic of a current pathology report. Top: Identifiable information about patient (blue) and accession (purple), which map to attributes of the patient and general study module. Bottom: Final diagnosis and gross description for each specimen of type "part." Identifiable information about specimen of type "section" is often not included in the report (i.e., final diagnoses generally lack complete slide-level annotations). SNOMED CT: Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine Clinical Terms was needed for the most common use case due to the size of the Per-frame Functional Groups Sequence. [68] We chose to implement the full encoding scheme because it improves access performance by reducing overhead when transmitting metadata over the network as well as loading and parsing it into memory. [28] The DICOM standard thereby enables encoding of multiscale, tiled whole-slide images in a standardized fashion.
DICOM enables encoding of pathology laboratory workflow metadata
Documentation of clinical metadata in pathology is complicated by the fact that the imaging subject is not the patient itself, but tissues obtained from the patient. Before digitization, tissues undergo several preparation steps including one or more sampling steps [ Figure 3a ]. At first glance, this may appear trivial to pathologists because they receive, sample, subsample, process, and stain hundreds of specimens per day. However, capturing and describing this information digitally in a standardized format is by no means trivial, regardless of whether optical or digital microscopy is used, because workflows differ greatly between laboratories and use cases. Here, we applied the terms part, block, and section to refer to different steps in a typical surgical pathology workflow [ Figure 3a ]. It is important to note, however, that DICOM does not provide designated attributes for these concepts. Instead, it provides a generic mechanism that enables encoding a variety of different laboratory workflows in a general and flexible manner. For example, based on the DICOM Specimen Preparation template, we defined a set of five preparation steps that apply to the vast majority of our routine surgical pathology use cases: Collection (e.g., surgical procedure), receiving, sampling (e.g., grossing or sectioning), processing (e.g., decalcification), and staining (e.g., trichrome stain) [ Figure 3a ]. The fixative (e.g., formalin) and embedding medium (e.g., paraffin wax) can be specified as part of the appropriate preparation step. This allows, for example, distinguishing specimens received fresh for frozen sectioning (original frozen section) from subsequent sections after fixation and from those received in formalin. Attributes for a description of patient and study (in a typical workflow, assigned during accessioning of the case) are part of the Patient General Study and Patient Study modules. Attributes for description of containers (e.g., glass slides) as well as specimens (e.g., tissue sections) are part of the Specimen module [ Figure 3b ]. DICOM requires that preparation steps be coded using a defined coding scheme, such as SNOMED CT, to permit the standardized interpretation of specimen-related information beyond the confines of one department and one LIS. Thereby, DICOM enables the encoding of relevant metadata together with the pixel data.
The level of detail described by DICOM attributes of the Specimen module is generally not reflected in the pathology report: Specifically, a surgical pathology report contains sufficient information to uniquely identify the patient (name, sex, date of birth, medical record number, etc.) and the study (accession number, accession date, etc.) and it provides a gross (and sometimes a histological) description of the parts [ Figure 3c ]. When viewing the images to render a diagnosis and to create the report, DICOM metadata are crucial to the display software for visualizing the images correctly and providing related information to the pathologist who needs to interpret the image in the appropriate clinical context. The identifiers for the glass slide (container) and the tissue section (specimen) are generally not explicitly provided in current pathology reports, which makes it difficult to map the free text description in the report to the corresponding digital image and the spatial position within the image. In the future, there is considerable opportunity for improvement of such reports, particularly when they are encoded as synoptic (structured) or multimedia reports, at which time inclusion of links and hyperlinks to individual slides, images, and annotations become feasible in an integrated digital imaging environment. The level of detail in the DICOM attributes is also critically important for machine learning workflows, whether it be for the simple task of selecting the appropriate images to route for digital processing, or for more complex parameterization of algorithm behavior. Regardless of the downstream use case, implementing DICOM effectively requires integrating relevant data across different information sources into one data model [ Figure 3c ].
DICOM data sets can be generated from existing vendor files
Only very recently have commercially available whole slide imaging systems started to produce images encoded according to the DICOM standard. [28, 69] In the interim, to support the installed based of scanners -only capable of producing proprietary format images, commercial and open-source implementers have begun to develop conversion tools. [70, 71] To evaluate the capabilities and limitations of DICOM for the representation of digital pathology whole slide images, we implemented a process to generate DICOM PS3.10 files based on existing vendor-specific file formats and validated their integrity and standard conformance using established automated validation tools as well as manual expert review as described in the Methods section.
DICOM provides efficient lossy and lossless compression methods
Whole slide imaging data sets are generally relatively large (GB range for individual slides) compared to other medical imaging applications and are therefore usually stored in compressed form. DICOM supports three image compression schemes relevant for visible light microscopy images: JPEG, JPEG-LS, and JPEG 2000. [16] Most systems routinely apply a baseline lossy JPEG compression algorithm, before storing the images in their proprietary format. This allows for reasonable file sizes suitable for rapid access balanced against sufficient image quality for most current diagnostic tasks. Some systems can be configured to allow the user to select alternative compression schemes, including lossy forms of JPEG 2000 and other proprietary formats. [28] We measured the influence of all three compression schemes supported by DICOM on overall relative data size [ Figure 4 , right x-axis]. Interestingly, JPEG-LS encoding is almost as fast as baseline JPEG (37.03 ± 19.86 min/GB versus 26.58 ± 19.20 min/GB; P > 0.01, t-test) and orders of magnitude faster than JPEG 2000 (37.03 ± 19.86 min/GB versus 405.56 ± 239.52 min/GB; P < 10 − 17 , t-test) [ Figure 4 ]. The observed performance gains with JPEG-LS over JPEG 2000 are not surprising given the low complexity of the underlying algorithm and are consistent with the performance of the same schemes on digital photographs. [72] 
DICOM enables efficient frame-level data access from local files
Most digital pathology applications require efficient access to subsets of pixel data without having to load the entire data set into memory. We evaluated existing, actively maintained software libraries for retrieving individual frames from the DICOM PS3.10 files that we previously generated. As a use case, we considered a machine-learning program that requires the loading of specific frames from files on disk into memory [ Figure 5a ]. Specifically, in contrast to reading all pixel data into memory, our program reads and interprets the image metadata to locate and to load only relevant subsets of the pixel data. Since many machine-learning algorithms are often orchestrated using the Python programming language, we explored software libraries that provide Python interfaces for reading of metadata as well as pixel data of VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image SOP instances stored in DICOM files. We identified the four libraries, which support loading [ Figure 4 , left x-axis] and encoding times for VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image instances [ Figure 4 , right x-axis] generated from original lossy compressed vendor images. Recompressing previously lossy compressed images potentially biases performance measurements; repeated lossy compression also degrades image quality and should not be used in production. Recompression can be avoided by copying the binary pixel data "blobs" directly from original files into DICOM data sets without decoding and re-encoding. However, the recompression approach was necessary for our comparison of different methods since original uncompressed (or lossless compressed images) were not available. The resulting data size after DICOM conversion depends on many parameters including tile size, number of resolution levels, the compression method and in the case of lossy compression, the quality factor or target bitrate. When the same compression method, tile size and number of resolution levels are chosen for DICOM encoding or when the JPEG blocks are simply moved from the TIFF container to the DICOM datasets, the resulting data size will be almost identical [ Figure 4 , left axis, top]. The conversion time is primarily a factor of the data size and the compression method. As expected, the lossy baseline JPEG method has the overall smallest data size and lossless JPEG-LS and JPEG 2000 compression results in larger files [ Figure 4 , left x-axis]. Notably, the JPEG-LS method compresses images more efficiently when compared to JPEG 2000 (6.85 ± 2.17 versus 9.90 ± 3.14 min/GB; P < 0.000001, t-test). The baseline JPEG method also has the shortest encoding times [50] ITK, [73] SimpleITK, [74] and pydicom [39, 49] [ Figure 5b ]. However, only two of the four libraries [ Figure 5b ] expose interfaces for fetching individual frames without loading the entire pixel data element into memory. We measured the time to retrieve an individual frame for a given position in the slide coordinate system and resolution level using the pydicom library and compared retrieval times between compression methods [ Figure 5c ]. Our results show that JPEG (average: 0.29 ± 0.02s; P < 0.0001, t-test) and JPEG-LS (average: 0.37 ± 0.05s; P < 0.0002, t-test) allow significantly faster pixel data access when compared to JPEG 2000 (average: 0.65 ± 0.09s). We consider these observations good evidence that DICOM enables efficient retrieval of pixel data from files (e.g., for machine learning applications).
DICOMweb facilitates remote frame-level data access
Working directly with files stored on local disk is impracticable in a clinical setting and DICOM enables exchange of image data between devices over network. In the past, accessing data in DICOM format over network required specialized client programs that implemented the DICOM networking protocol. [54] Recently, RESTful web services have been made available for storage, query, and retrieval over HTTP protocol. [75] We decided to use DICOM PS3.18 RESTful web services (DICOMweb™) and investigated the compatibility of VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image instances with existing DICOM archives [ Figure 6a ]. A key feature of DICOMweb is that it allows efficient access to subsets of server-side DICOM data sets from thin clients, such as smartphones, and tablet computers. Specifically, clients can request representations of DICOM objects in web-friendly formats, such as JSON and JPEG from a DICOMweb server using the HTTP protocol. Functionally, this service-oriented architecture allows clients to first search for objects in the archive and retrieve only relevant subsets of the data [ Figure 6b ]. The approach is particularly useful for whole slide imaging because it avoids the unnecessary transfer of large amounts of data over the network when only a small fraction of the pixel data is required, as is usually the case for virtual microscopy. We created DICOMweb client implementations in JavaScript [76] and Python [59] to facilitate the programmatic access to remote DICOM objects for visualization and machine learning applications. For visualization, we built a browser-based viewer for interactive display of whole slide images in DICOM format, [77] which uses our JavaScript DICOMweb client implementation to search and retrieve DICOM objects from an archive over the web [ Figure 7 ]. The viewer provides users an intuitive graphical interface for selection of available DICOM studies and series, interactive multiscale viewing of pixel data, and inspection of specimen-related metadata. By allowing pathologists to review the images next to relevant clinical information in the same user interface, our implementation demonstrates a key feature of DICOM, the First, the file that contains the frame of interest is identified by reading and interpreting metadata ("DICOM header") of each file. Second, the relative position of the frame within the image is identified using the available metadata. Third, the absolute position of the frame is determined within the encapsulated pixel data element. Fourth, the binary content of the frame item is read into memory. Lastly, the pixel data are decompressed. (b) Software library support for reading images from DICOM files. Selected software libraries available for the Python programming language and their level of support for reading multiframe DICOM images. Only a subset of libraries provides the functionality (check icon) for selectively loading an individual frame into memory. (c) Frame access efficiency for different image compression methods. Shown is the average time (±standard deviation) it takes to identify, read, and decompress an individual frame of a multi-frame DICOM image using an implementation of the algorithm (shown in a) in the pydicom software library ability to interpret pixel data and metadata in context. For machine learning, we established a computational workflow that leverages our Python DICOMweb client implementation to dynamically retrieve frames from a DICOMweb server to feed the pixel data into a machine learning-based image analysis algorithm.
DICOM standard can be implemented with reasonable efforts
To obtain a real-world estimate of the time, skills, and budget necessary to implement DICOM for digital pathology, we prospectively tracked our implementation efforts. At time of submission of the manuscript, our efforts encompassed 120 h of documentation review, 273 h of software/algorithm development (including code review, writing documentation and developing tests), and 86 h of consultation with content experts. These numbers will equate to 0.8 full-time equivalents (FTE) for a 120-day period or 0.4 FTE over 1 year if one assumes that person can focus 100% on the DICOM implementation. With respect to the required computational expertise, in our case, the lead computational physician-scientist (MDH) had 4 years of in-depth coding experience in image applications. A project budget estimate accounting for the personnel salary USD $95,687 (expressed as fraction of average salary from publicly available resources for the FTE fraction described), plus computational resources (USD $28,434) amounts to roughly $125,000. Since we had direct access to DICOM experts and received support from the open-source DICOM community, the above estimates may differ in other settings. We provide these data as a reasonable point of reference for similar efforts.
dIscussIon
We implemented a pilot of the DICOM standard for whole slide imaging for digital pathology in a multisite, multivendor healthcare network setting. Since a reference implementation is currently lacking, we generated valid DICOM files by combining pixel data from vendor-specific file formats with clinical metadata from LISs. We used the generated data sets to test storage as well as access performance and evaluated overall practicability, placing an emphasis on compatibility with existing software libraries, and available archives. The complexity of the DICOM standard is initially daunting and its adoption poses several challenges. A common misperception among pathologists is that DICOM is merely yet another file format, and there is uncertainty about what benefits and drawbacks adoption of the standard would entail. We hope we have convinced the reader that, although the standard does include a file format, its scope is much broader than the typical proprietary file format and includes standardized communication of image data and a rich and extensible model describing related identifying and descriptive information between devices and over network. Another misperception is that the standard is static and unchangeable. DICOM has proven to be a living standard that has been continuously adapting to technological change. Most notably, DICOMweb services and the DICOM JSON model have significantly improved data accessibility over the web. One can now understand DICOM as a set of URI templates for RESTful API endpoints and standardized JSON schemas for the corresponding resources. Crucially, these are defined in a manner consistent with the use of DICOM for all other imaging specialties. Our results demonstrate that once implemented, DICOM enables data access and exchange in a practical and vendor-neutral manner. We further show that, by relying on DICOM, one can leverage available medical imaging infrastructure and software systems to store, search, and retrieve whole slide imaging data efficiently.
Despite the obvious advantages of DICOM with respect to interoperability and enterprise integration, [16, 21, 22] challenges remain. In the following, we discuss some key open questions that need to be addressed.
First, large whole slide imaging data sets complicate storage and network transmission. DICOM was originally designed for radiology image data sets more than a quarter of a century ago. [78] At the time, data sets were orders of magnitude smaller than whole slide images in pathology. The total length of the compressed Pixel Data element itself is theoretically unlimited. The number of frames (tiles) is somewhat arbitrarily limited to 4 gigabytes; however, this is generally more than sufficient. An optional Basic Offset Table allows the sender to encode an index of the physical byte offsets to the positions of individual frames within the Pixel Data element. In other words, the receiver does not have to build its own index of the frames. However, currently, only 32-bit integers are used in the Basic Offset Table, which means that images larger than ~4 gigabytes have to omit it. There is no need to include the Basic Offset Table for a server since it can easily build its own index to satisfy frame-level retrieval requests; however, it is a significant convenience when attempting to retrieve selected frames from a PS3.10 file stored on disk. Given the typical size of pixel data in pathology, this size limit can be easily exceeded, in particular when lossless rather than lossy compression methods are applied [ Figure 4 , left axis]. A simple extension of the DICOM standard is in Figure 7 : Interactive DICOMweb viewer for whole slide images and related metadata. Screenshot of browser-based graphical user interface for display of DICOM VL Whole Slide Microscopy Image instances. The viewer represents a single-page application that uses the DICOMweb JavaScript client implementation to query and retrieve DICOM objects from an archive using RESTful web services. The viewer searches for studies using QIDO-RS and displays the list of matched study resources (1) . Each list item shows relevant metadata (e.g., patient name, medical record number, accession number). Users can select a study by clicking on a list item (2) , which triggers a search for all series that belong to the selected study (3) . When the user selects a series, i.e., digital slide (4), the viewer retrieves the metadata for all images that belong to the series using WADO-RS and interprets the metadata to determine the image pyramid structure (5) . The viewer then automatically retrieves the frames for a navigated resolution image using WADO-RS and displays them to the user (6) . When the user navigates through the image pyramid, the viewer automatically retrieves the frames for the given slide coordinate position using WADO-RS. In addition, the viewer displays the image-level metadata (7) . Standardized metadata enable interactive query and retrieval of images for visualization, human interpretation and data validation progress that addresses this Basic Offset Table weakness and  will allow for an Extended Offset Table with 64-bit pointers as well as length information. [79] That said, the information will remain optional and recipients will need to be prepared to rebuild their own index if necessary.
Concatenations are a DICOM feature that provides a workaround for size-related issues. Specifically, concatenations allow splitting a multiframe DICOM data set into several smaller parts. For example, with a pixel size threshold at 100MB, the number of concatenation parts in our series ranged from 11 to 46. Concatenations offer several other advantages, such as storing large DICOM objects over the web. Unfortunately, existing DICOM archives don't interpret concatenations they receive as a single image instance for the purpose of query and frame-level retrieval. Since each concatenation part still represents a valid DICOM object, archives can handle storage and retrieval of instances that are parts of concatenations; however, this places the burden on client implementations, which need to understand concatenations to retrieve the appropriate frames. A new generation of archive implementations that understand and reassemble concatenations would be highly desirable.
Second, vendors currently do not store files in DICOM format. Converting images from existing vendor proprietary file formats introduces overhead, requires constant maintenance to track variations as well as generate updates for each new model/vendor, and important information about the image acquisition process may be lost. For example, the orientation of images and the absolute position of tiles relative to the slide-based coordinate system are generally not specified in proprietary file formats and need to be assumed. Obviously whole slide scanning systems should store data directly in DICOM format and do so efficiently such that DICOM generation does not become a rate-limiting and error-prone step. We embrace ongoing efforts by whole slide scanner vendors to implement DICOM, [69] and we anticipate that adoption of DICOM will advance digital pathology by providing standardized access to pixel data together with clinical metadata.
Third, choosing the optimal image compression method represents a challenge. Our comparison of the three image compression methods currently supported by DICOM highlights the importance of the choice of compression algorithm for data encoding and decoding performance. Currently, vendors store images in lossy compressed format, sometimes using proprietary compression schemes. Lossless compression would maximize image quality and circumvent potential issues related to recompression; however, its benefits may not justify the considerably larger data size. Our performance measurements indicate that JPEG-LS is considerably faster than JPEG 2000 for lossless compression and decompression, at speeds comparable to lossy, baseline JPEG. Since potential consequences of lossy image compression for machine learning applications are yet unexplored, JPEG-LS may present a potential solution for storing and accessing images efficiently without losing information. However, there is limited support for JPEG-LS in existing enterprise-level or radiology DICOM archives and the appropriate color space transformation to use for lossless schemes like JPEG-LS remains an open question.
Fourth, we emphasize the importance of integrating imaging and information systems. Digital pathology involves more than digitizing slides. It requires the integration of image pixel data with clinical metadata to be useful in pathology practice. Current anatomic pathology LISs are generally designed around graphical user interfaces and optimized toward reporting and billing rather than digital pathology workflows. As a result, these systems often do not expose an application programming interface (API) for programmatic communication of image-related information between systems. Creation of custom middleware represents a solution; [80, 81] however, integration with imaging systems remains challenging because relevant details may not even be tracked by the information system in structured form. In particular, information about specimen preparation steps is generally not readily available. Interpretation of acquired images in clinical context demands substantially different approaches to tracking specimen-related information, which are less case-centric and place more emphasis on the imaged tissue sections. There are various alternative standards routinely used for communicating information from departmental information systems; to DICOM acquisition devices and clinical laboratory devices, specifically DICOM Modality Worklist (MWL) and various HL7 version 2 messages. Existing profiles for anatomical pathology and laboratory workflows [82] are under investigation by the Integrating the Healthcare Enterprise (IHE) [83] Pathology and Laboratory Medicine (PaLM) group [84] in collaboration with DICOM Working Group 26, [27] for whom standardization of the LIS to scanner interface is a high priority. However, mapping proprietary LIS internal data structures to standard HL7 specimen representations or the DICOM Specimen Preparation template is nontrivial and currently may require customization of the HL7 message triggers, segments, and fields (including private segments) with the vendor, or use of third-party middleware solutions for extraction and transformation of the data. The IHE PaLM group has recognized that the underlying HL7 V2 messages and Domain Analysis Model (DAM) for histopathology and slide specimen description have gaps and need mapping to the model that was defined in DICOM Supplements 122 and 145, and are in the process of submitting a Project Scope Statement from the Orders and Observations Work Group to fill these gaps. [85] The earlier effort by the predecessor of IHE PaLM, IHE Anatomical Pathology, which defined a DICOM MWL-based Anatomical Pathology Workflow profile for communication between anatomic pathology AP-LIS and scanners, has not been adopted. We hope that the next generation of LIS will implement any new HL7 V2 messages and future IHE PaLM technical framework(s) to provide standard-compliant interfaces for data query and retrieval. In the interim, it would be desirable if LIS would use customized HL7 messages and fields to allow automated query and retrieval of specimen information, rather than relying on completely proprietary mechanisms.
Fifth, the operational challenges of incorporating DICOM for digital pathology should not be underestimated. One major difference between implementing whole slide imaging and other technologies into routine practice is the need for expert IT involvement (to establish the necessary IT infrastructure, storage, and personnel). Regardless of the selected storage format, any implementation of digital pathology requires storage of vast amounts of data. [16] If the same compression scheme and parameters are used, a DICOM file containing a multiframe image with encapsulated pixel data element is similar in total size to a TIFF or proprietary format file. The DICOM file serves as a container for compressed pixel data blobs (frame items) and the additional metadata is minimal in size by comparison. Some optimizations may be lost (such as factoring out JPEG tables and only sending them once, which TIFF allows for but DICOM does not); however, these have minimal effect. There are exceptions though, for example, significant size expansion may occur when images are lossy compressed with a proprietary scheme by the scanner vendor and can only be recompressed without further loss using a standard lossless scheme. Accordingly, scanner vendors should be strongly discouraged from using proprietary schemes and only use standard schemes supported by DICOM such as JPEG, JPEG-LS and JPEG 2000. Thus, there is normally no storage size penalty for using DICOM.
The storage requirements remain enormous. For example, the lead authors' clinical facilities are characterized by ~185,000 cases/year with a slide output of 3800-5800/day, which equates to approximately 1,420,000 slides per year. Assuming lossy compressed data storage (e.g., 1-3 GB per slide), we will require ~4.3 petabytes storage space per year. We have established IT divisions and a center for clinical data science with extensive experience in enterprise medical imaging (20+ years); however, digital pathology images are on average 10 times the size of radiology images and will require significantly more resources for image management. One should not overestimate the impact of this factor, however, since radiology too has been faced with periodic challenges involving nontrivial leaps in data volume, such as thin slice CT and breast tomosynthesis; one just needs to be suitably prepared. By relying on DICOM as a data format for storage and exchange of whole slide images, healthcare enterprises can leverage a wealth of already existing medical imaging infrastructure representing billions of dollars of investments and build on the extensive DICOM expertise of IT specialists in hospitals and companies around the world.
Finally, clearly defining the "added clinical value" remains as the key challenge of implementing digital pathology into routine clinical practice. The core vision of digital pathology is that availability of pixel and metadata can unlock the full potential of integrated histopathological data analytics. We foresee that decision-support tools and machine-learning applications will facilitate adoption; however, these solutions require interoperability of systems and effective data access. Once completely realized, the advantages of digital pathology will be clear and fundamentally change how pathologists work. Researchers, practitioners, and vendors are now tasked to collectively navigate the transition from theoretical availability towards a meaningful return on investment. An enterprise-level communication standard (i.e., DICOM) is an essential component of streamlining data workflows to ultimately improve patient care. 1
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